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The purpose of this thesis is to examine the customs
and images of Jamaica as portrayed in Claude McKay's works.
McKay was influenced by these images throughout his life and
they are reflected in many of his works. My study deals with
his published autobiographies, which reflect the Jamaican
influences, his fiction, which portrays and satirizes social
customs, and with his poetry, which portrays images of nos¬
talgia.
My use of the image of Jamaica is only one way of
showing how McKay displayed certain attitudes and character¬
istics throughout his works. Others may choose to reveal
McKay's attitudes and characteristics through the theme of
Africa or through McKay's place in the Harlem Renaissance.
On the other hand, some critics have perceived the image of
Jamaica in McKay's work from a different standpoint. For
example, Robert Smith in "An Essay on Criticism" criticized
McKay from an artistic point of view,1 whereas Jean Wagner
in Black Poets of the United States praised McKay's use of
the Jamaican dialect.2 I am developing the image of Jamaica
1Robert Smith, "Claude McKay: An Essay in Criticism,"
Phylon IX (September 1948): 270-73.
^Jean Wagner, Black Poets of the United States: From
Paul Laurence Dunbar to Langston Hughes. trans. Kenneth




from a literary, historical and cultural aspect. I plan to
show how McKay uses the social customs, the society and the
landscape of Jamaica to support his nostalgia for his homeland
in his literary works. It is my belief as well as the opinion
of many critics that McKay longs for Jamaica, his native land,
regardless of where he is. His love for Jamaica causes him
to project some very interesting and nostalgic images of his
native country. Robert Smith has said, "he paints pictures
that are beautiful; especially...when he describes scenes of
his native island. One sees in the poet a sort of nostalgia
for home, for relatives and for scenes of childhood days long
past.Jean Wagner contrasts McKay's Jamaican dialect poems
and Dunbar's Black dialect works. Wagner says, "Thus we are
far removed from the dialect of the Dunbar school, which was
taken over from the whites who had concocted it in order to
maintain the stereotype of Black inferiority and to limit
Blacks more surely to the role of buffoons under orders to
entertain the master race."^ In reference to McKay's dialect
poetry, Wagner states, "here everything is authentically Negro.
It all comes directly from the people and is rooted in the
soil....Wagner’s comparison can be questioned if one con¬
siders the situation of Blacks in America against that in





knew was governed by Blacks. It is true that his works are
rooted in the soil, much of it based on his experiences as a
young man in Jamaica. But it was white American writers who
decided what was stereotype for Black dialect;* Dunbar wrote
from his imagination; he never lived in the South, much less
on a plantation. However, the main difference in the dialect
works of the two poets is that Jamaica does not have what
Wagner refers to as stereotype dialect. In Jamaica, the
plantation tradition in literature which we know in America
did not exist. There was no one to impose a stereotype dia¬
lect upon the Blacks, so McKay's dialect writings stem from
the Black masses or "grass roots" people and their way of
life as he knew it.
Later during his lifetime, McKay agreed that his works
were better when they contained a touch of nostalgia. He wrote
Max Eastman in December, 1934: "whether poetry or prose, my
writing is always most striking when it is a little reminiscent
and nostalgic. The vividness of Home to Harlem was due to my
being removed just the right distance from the scene. Doing
Banjo I was too close to it. Banana Bottom was a lazy dream,
the images becoming blurred from overdoing long distance photo¬
graphy. " 6
Therefore most evidence seems to support the idea that
McKay longs for Jamaica regardless of where he is and what he
^Claude McKay to Max Eastman, 3 December 1934, quoted in
Wayne Cooper, The Passion of Claude McKay: Selected Prose and
Poetry 1912-19?? (New York: Schocken Books, K)73), p. 2ll.
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is doing. It is this image of nostalgia and love of Jamaica
that I am examining in my study.
CHAPTER I
CLAUDE MCKAY - A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
Claude McKay was born on September 15, 1889 to a pros¬
perous Black peasant farmer and his wife in the village of
Sunny Ville located in the province of Clarendon, Jamaica.
McKay was the youngest of eleven children. His father owned
a farm and pushed his children into the newly developing Black
middle class through education. McKay's parents were well
respected in the village of Sunny Ville. Frequently the vil¬
lagers would seek advice from McKay's father about different
matters. McKay described his mother as being very "sweet
natured" and his father as "honest, stern even to harshness
and a hard worker."-1- McKay and his siblings were taught at
an early age to distrust the white man and to have an interest
in the customs of Africa, their ancestral land. To reinforce
distrust and hatred of the white man, their parents told them
a story concerning some ancestors on the mother's side. The
ancestors were a group of slaves from Madagascar brought to
Jamaica in chains and who remained together by declaring a
death strike on the auction block. Each vowed that if they
^"Claude McKay, The Passions of Claude McKay: Selected
Prose and Poetry 1912-1948, ed. Wayne Cooper (New York: Schocken




were sold separately, each would kill himself. The incident
helps to explain why McKay was so rebellious throughout his
life. He inherited this rebellious trait from his family.
When McKay was nine years old, he was sent to live
with his older brother, Uriah Theophilus, who was a school¬
teacher in Montego Bay. Uriah Theophilus was called "U'Theo"
as a nickname. U'Theo was also a lay preacher, free-thinker,
self-confessed militant agnostic and amateur journalist.
U'Theo also had an excellent library and it was here that McKay
became interested in books and literature. Some of the works
that he became interested in were those of the Elizabethans,
the Victorians, Milton, Pope, Keats, Shelley, Dante and Goethe.
McKay has said, "my brother was pushing free-thinking books
my way and by the age of fourteen, I too was a free-thinker."-*
McKay finished elementary school under his oldest brother.
McKay has said, "the direction of our schooling was, of course,
English and it was so successful that we really believed we
were little black Britons.'"* in his work Songs of Jamaica,
he even included a poem entitled "Old England," which portrayed
his love for it and his desire to see England, the mother
country of Jamaica. Upon reading the poem one can better un¬
derstand why he was really a little Black Briton.
2Max Eastman, Biographical Note, Selected Poems (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World, Harvest Paperback, 1969) , p. 110.
•*Claude McKay, "On Becoming a Roman Catholic," The Epistle,
Spring, 1945, p. 43.
4Claude McKay, "Boyhood in Jamaica" Phylon XIV (June
1953): 137.
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After McKay completed elementary school, he was ap¬
prenticed to a wheelwright and cabinet maker in Brown's Town
in the Parish of St. Ann. McKay has said he could not learn
a trade because he did not like it. It was here in Brown’s
Town that he met Walter Jekyll, an Englishman, also an agnostic
and a collector of Jamaican folklore. He encouraged McKay to
read works by Buddha, Schopenhauer, Carlyle, and members of
the Rationalist Press, a group of newspaper publishers who
regarded reason as the sole test of knowledge. Jekyll also
enrolled McKay with the Rationalist Press Association of Lon¬
don, but more important he encouraged McKay to write in the
Jamaican vernacular. This encouragement later caused McKay
to write Songs of Jamaica and Constab Ballads, his first
volumes of poetry, and they were written in the Jamaican dia¬
lect. Again, McKay is being influenced to favor radicalism
and not to forget his origins.
Jekyll and the oldest brother had the greatest effect
on McKay's life. Both encouraged him to be a free-thinker and
to love the arts, expecially literature. They influenced him
by directing his attention to books related to such subjects
as philosophy and socialism. Jekyll and McKay's father en¬
couraged him to have an interest in his native land and its
customs. The father and brother taught him to distrust whites,
an attitude which caused McKay to be a militant like his older
brother. McKay accepted this idea to a certain extent. That
is to say, although most of McKay's financial benefactors and
literary contacts were white, he disliked the way the majority
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of whites tried to rule and abuse Blacks. Due to McKay's in¬
dependent ways, he resented authority. McKay was like his
mother because he did not care what people said about him as
long as he got what he wanted out of life. Claude McKay's
early life was thus shaped by four people: his father, his
mother, his oldest brother, and Walter Jekyll.
McKay's mother died in 1910 and he joined the con¬
stabulary (police force) in Kingston, Jamaica. McKay "left
home to escape his father's inhibiting religious fundamentalism
and to establish a life of his own."5 As a free-thinker, McKay
did not agree with his father's ideas of life. McKay says he
identified mostly with his mother's philosophy of life: "My
mother did not care very much about what people did and why
and how they did it. She only wanted to help them if they
were in trouble.... She loved all people. It was a rich,
warm love."6
Claude McKay worked as a constable for only ten months
before quitting his job. McKay's assignment was mostly cleri¬
cal; it consisted of adding up figures and keeping the accounts
correct in the constabulary ledger. In the preface to his
volume of poetry, Constab Ballads, McKay said he never made
a case (i.e., arrested anyone). Eventually he left the force
because of its brutality and corruption and because it was too
-^Wayne Cooper, An Introduction to The Passions of Claude
McKay, p. 3.
6McKay, "Boyhood in Jamaica," p. 141.
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structured and authoritarian; McKay said, "let me confess it
at once, I had not the stuff in me that goes to making a good
constable: for I am so constituted that imagination outruns
discretion, and it is my misfortune to have a most improper
sympathy with wrongdoers. I, therefore, never 'made cases,'
but turning like Nelson, a blind eye to what it was my mani¬
fest duty to see, tried to make peace which seemed to me
better."?
McKay also resented class prejudices in Kingston,
where the whites and the mulattoes scorned the newly arrived
peasants from the country, a group in which he himself was
included. Later he wrote a volume of poetry, Constab Ballads,
which expressed some of the things he disliked and loved
during his stint as a constable in Kingston. Within this
volume there is a poem entitled "A Labourer's Life Give Me,"
which expressed his preference for the country peasant's life
instead of the city life.
If I'd followed a peasant's career,
I would now be a happier lad;
You would not be abusing me here,
An' mekin' me sorry an' sad.
To de loved country life I'll return,
I don't mind at all, Sir, if you smile;
As a peasant my livin' I'll earn,
An' a labourer's life is worth while.
It is obvious from the above lines that McKay seemed to have
believed that if he had remained in the country no one would
^Claude McKay, Preface to Constab Ballads, (New York:
Books for Libraries Press, 19721^ p^ T~.
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abuse him as a man. It was the custom of the city dweller to
insult people from the country. Also in McKay's preface to
Constab Ballads he said, "by temperament I am unadoptive....
I do not conform to incongenial usages.... In my case a
peculiar sensitiveness made certain forms of discipline irk-
O
some...."°
McKay longed romantically for rural Jamaica where life
was easy, slow moving, colorful, and where Blacks and country
peasants were respected as human beings. He left Kingston and
returned home to live with his father and to help him work the
land. He said, "I went home and farmed rather half-heartedly.
During this time, the British government encouraged young men
to obtain scientific agricultural educations so they could
employ them to teach the peasantry modern ways of farming.
To prepare himself for this task, McKay came to America in
1912 to study agriculture at Tuskegee Institute in Alabama.
"Going to America was the greatest event in the hisfctory of
our hills, for America was the supposedly golden land of edu¬
cation and opportunity.... It was the new land to which all
people who had youth and a youthful mind turned. Surely there
would be opportunity in this land, even for a negro.
McKay was also anticipating a larger audience for his
poetry in America. In America he arrived in South Carolina.
®McKay, Preface to Constab Ballads, p. 7.
Q
^McKay, Passion of Claude McKay, p. 50.
l^McKay, "Boyhood in Jamaica," p. 144.
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From there he set out for Tuskegee. After six months, however,
McKay left Tuskegee for Kansas State College. He said that
Tuskegee was too "semi-military, machinelike" for him.H It
prevented him from being an individualist. McKay attended
Kansas State College for two years. Again he wearied of rou¬
tine class work, and when a friend from Jamaica sent him some
money he left school for the bright lights of New York in 1914.
He said:
I was gripped by the lust to wander and wonder....
I quit college. I had no desire to return home.
What I had previously done was done.... I desired
to achieve something new, something in the spirit
and accent of America.... And so I became a vaga¬
bond—but a vagabond with a purpose. I was deter¬
mined to find expression in writing. But a vagabond
without money must live.... So I looked for work
that was easy to my hand while my head was thinking
hard.... My leisure was divided between the experi¬
ments of essays in writing. If I could not graduate
as a bachelor of arts or sciences, I would graduate
as a poet.12
In 1914, McKay and a friend tried operating a restaurant
in New York; however, it failed. McKay has stated, "we opened
a little restaurant among our people which proved a failure
because I did not put all my time and energy into it."^ On
July 30, 1914, McKay married his childhood sweetheart, Eulalie
Imelda Edwards, who later bore him a daughter, Hope Virtue,
whom he never saw, for Eulalie wearied of the city life after
six months of marriage and returned to Jamaica. However, Wayne
HMcKay, Passion of Claude McKay, p. 50.
l^claude McKay, A Long Way From Home, (New York: Lee Fur¬
man Press, 1937), p. 4.
13Claude McKay, "A Negro Poet Writes," Pearson's Magazine,
September 1918, p. 276.
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Cooper believes that New York awakened new sensations and
interests in McKay which produced an adverse effect on his
marital relationship. Cooper also said, "the city's size,
energy and variety all nourished his restless spirit of ad¬
venture; above all, he found in Harlem a refuge among his own
people.... 'High living' and ’bad business' swallowed all of
his money."14 It seems that Mrs. McKay tired of the fast
moving, restless life in which her husband was involved. He
seems to have been so caught up in the excitement of New York
that he neglected his wife and his other responsibilities,
and later found himself with neither wife nor restaurant.
After losing his wife and his restaurant, McKay held many
odd jobs while trying to gain status as a poet. He worked as
a porter, busboy and waiter, and he wrote poetry during his
free time. In 1917, he had some poems published in Seven Arts
under the alias of Eli Edwards. Eli is a shortened form of
his mother's first name, Elizabeth, and Edwards was his mother's
maiden name. The first poems to be published under his real
name appeared in Pearson's Magazine.McKay had been in New
York for six years and was tired of it. As mentioned earlier,
he was a restless individual and tired of everything after a
certain amount of time. He wanted to turn to something new
and exciting. By now his interest in England had reached an
uncontrollable peak, so he left for that country.
14Cooper, Passion of Claude McKay, p. 8.
15Claude McKay, "White Fiends," "The Lynching," Pearson1s
Magazine, September, 1918.
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In 1920 McKay arrived in London. He had always wanted
to see England, because it ruled Jamaica and most things he
learned as a child were British-oriented. But once there,
McKay did not like the smoke and smog, and the dark, dreary,
rainy, cloudy weather of London. While in London he worked
with the radical journal, Workers' Dreadnought. During this
period McKay was very interested in communism and radicalism,
and his association with Workers' Dreadnought placed him in
the center of extreme radicalism in London. The Workers'
Dreadnought was headed by a woman, whereas the other radical
groups and papers were headed by men. Therefore the other
groups were hostile to the Workers' Dreadnought. Secondly,
it was a paper which favored the working class and supported
labor unions, whereas the major paper, Daily Herald, was
capitalistic in its viewpoint and opposed the Workers' Dread¬
nought. Also in 1920, McKay published his first book of
poetry in standard English, Spring in New Hampshire. In the
fall of 1920, he left London to return to New York. Here he
worked under Max Eastman with the Liberator, the leading journal
of revolutionary politics. He remained with the Liberator un¬
til the fall of 1922.
McKay's first volume of poetry in English was Spring
in New Hampshire. Spring in New Hampshire appeared during the
midst of racial troubles in London in the fall of 1920.17 it
l^McKay, A Long Way From Home, p. 79.
l^ibid., p. 86.
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was during this time that the Workers' Dreadnought group was
disrupted by police raids and most members were accused of
being spies and traitors for the Russian Bolshevik Communist
group. McKay returned to New York in 1921 and remained until
1922. His return to America was due to the pressures and
disruptions put on the Pankhurst group. The Pankhurst group,
named for its leader, Sylvia Pankhurst, consisted of the em¬
ployees of the Workers' Dreadnought. McKay was also accused
of being a spy when the group was disrupted. He said, "I
declare that I felt sick and was seized with a crazy craving
to get quickly out of that atmosphere and far away from Lon¬
don."18
The decade of the 1920's saw the Harlem Renaissance
come into existence. The Renaissance marked a rebirth of
interest in Black writers, artists and musicians. This was
a movement of fervor and excitement in which Black writers,
artists and musicians were in demand and some of them reached
a zenith in their careers. Harlem and things Negro were also
to an extent a fashion fad accepted in the white community as
the "in thing" for a certain period of time. But the era was
also one of advocacy of radical and communist ideas. McKay
was abroad during most of the years of the Harlem Renaissance.
However, he still enjoyed some of the opportunities and excite¬
ment which the Renaissance had to offer. He enjoyed arguing
his viewpoints on radical ideas, practicing journalism and
18McKay, A Long Way From Home, p. 87.
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writing poetry. McKay's first book of poetry to be published
in the United States was Harlem Shadows (1922). It heralded
him as a great poet of the Harlem Renaissance. It included
McKay’s most famous poem, "If We Must Die." "If We Must Die"
was not included in Spring in New Hampshire on the advice of
friends who thought it was too extreme; the inclusion of this
poem in Harlem Shadows is the major difference in the two
volumes of poetry. Harlem Shadows received great popularity
due to its publication during the Harlem Renaissance.
McKay left New York for Russia in the fall of 1922 and
attended the fourth Congress of the Third Communist Inter¬
national. McKay was frequently invited to speak and lecture
at important events. Russians were interested in the working
people and most had never seen a Black American who had been
subjected to servile conditions similar to those of the working
class there. It seems that McKay's interest in communism had
surfaced as early as 1914 when he first arrived in New York
and was attracted to The Masses, a magazine later known as
The Liberator. He said, "I liked its slogans, its makeup and
above all, its cartoons. There was a difference, a freshness
in its social information. And I felt a special interest in
its sympathetic and iconoclastic items about the Negro."19
McKay's preference for the less conservative literary organs
in America was a result of his eclectic approach to literature
-^McKay, A Long Way From Home, p. 28.
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and his unorthodox idea of life.20
McKay left Russia in 1923 and went to Germany for three
months. He departed from Germany for Paris, but eventually
returned to Berlin. McKay has said, "It was interesting in
Paris to mix in among the cosmopolitan expatriates. The
milieu was sympathetic. There in Paris radicals, esthetes,
painters, writers, pseudo-artists and bohemian tourists, all
mixed tolerantly and congenially together."2^ From Paris, McKay
went to Marseilles. He like Marseilles because of its various
races and colors of people. There he claimed to have "lived
among a great gang of black and brown humanity and that it
was good to feel the strength and distinction of a group and
the assurance of belonging to it."22 Before he left Marseilles,
he published Home To Harlem (1928), his best-selling novel.
Afterwards, McKay travelled to Spain and Africa. While in
Morocco he adopted some of the customs of the country, such
as their eating and dress habits. McKay stated, "For the first
time in my life I felt myself singularly free of color-con¬
sciousness."2-^ McKay also published three other books before
returning to America: Banjo (1929), Gingertown (1932), and
Banana Bottom (1933).
After McKay had travelled to Russia, Spain, Germany,





France and Africa, he returned to New York in 1934. By this
time, the Harlem Renaissance with all of its excitement had
ended. The Great Depression had hit America and there were
paper and money shortages, which had an adverse effect in
literary circles; these shortages also brought about lack of
interest in the work of Black writers. Blacks and whites
alike were concerned with self-preservation. The lack of
interest in Black writers affected McKay in that it caused
him to lose his paying audience. In 1937 he published his
autobiography, A Long Way From Home, which is based upon his
experiences in America and abroad. In 1940, he published a
series of essays on Harlem and its spiritual and political
leaders. This book was called Harlem, Negro Metropolis.
During the years 1941-42, McKay's health began to
fail. His lifestyle in Europe may have affected his health
during his later life. McKay declared, "My first accident
of illness occurred in Russia.... I remember that every time
I received my linen from the laundry I invariably found lice
in it. The linen itself was clean...but the... peasants [ser¬
vants] ...were neither competent nor clean."24 McKay gives
additional comments by stating: "I had been posing naked in
Paris studios to earn my daily bread and that undermined my
health." Later he became ill and was discovered by his
24McKay, A Long Way From Home, p. 231.
25Ibid., p. 253.
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Catholic friend, Ellen Tarry. He suffered from hypertension
and dropsy. She convinced McKay to move to Chicago, where she
and other friends cared for him. Later he rejected his radical
and communist beliefs, and in 1944 he was baptized into the
Catholic faith. McKay has said, "I joined the Catholic Church
because structurally, traditionally and fundamentally it is
the foe of Communism, and please remember that there is a
formidable left wing within the Catholic Church because it
can accommodate all, even you."^6 He tried to repay Ellen
Tarry for her kindness by teaching in the Catholic schools
in Chicago. McKay died in a Chicago clinic on May 22, 1948.
He had been working on an anthology of poems at the time of
his death. They were published in 1953 as Selected Poems of
Claude McKay.
In conclusion, it may be said that certain things
affected McKay's life and character and remained a part of
him for the rest of his life. He life was shaped by a mixture
of influences which caused him to be an ambivalent man. McKay
disliked authority and did not want anyone to tell him what
to do. He was an individualist. His resentment of authority
caused him to change occupations and living quarters quite fre¬
quently. He left his job as a constable because of authori¬
tarian pressures and his realization of what a constable stood
for in Kingston, Jamaica. He tried farming with his father in
Clarendon. Then he left farming to attend Tuskegee, but left
^McKay to Max Eastman, 16 September 1946, The Passion
of Claude McKay, p. 314.
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there because it was too strict. Next he attended Kansas
State College for awhile, but later tired of it and went to
New York. There he started a restaurant and married his child¬
hood sweetheart. The restaurant and the marriage failed and
soon he departed for London, England. Afterwards, McKay re¬
turned to America for a few years, but left again to travel
abroad to Russia, Africa, France, and Spain. Finally he re¬
turned to America.
McKay did not feel that anyone had the right to restrict
his ambitions. Naturally, he rebelled against the evil which
affected him the most, the race problem in America. Therefore,
McKay is remembered mostly today not for his nostalgic poems
but for his militant poem, "If We Must Die," which expresses
his hatred for racial oppression. McKay alienated himself
from many things, places and various literary techniques just
as he was gaining prominence in them. He left Jamaica in
1912, never to return to his homeland again. However, in his
poems he painted beautiful memories of the fun he had had there.
He later exiled himself from .America for twelve years and
lived abroad. It was during this time that he wrote and pub¬
lished his well-known novel, Home To Harlem (1928). This shows
that even though McKay alienated himself from Jamaica and
America for long periods of time, he was still able to paint
very vivid and nostalgic images of these places while living
elsewhere. As for his literary career, McKay made a name for
himself at least three times. During his early life, he com¬
posed books of Jamaican dialect poetry. Soon afterwards he
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abandoned this style and came to America where he began writing
poetry, Harlem Shadows, which gained him fame as a Black poet
of the Harlem Renaissance. All of a sudden, McKay left America
to live abroad, and then he switched from poetry to fiction.
He succeeded with his novel, Home To Harlem, which became a
bestseller.
Alain Locke, writing in 1937, stated, "If out of a
half dozen movements to which there could have been some deep
loyalty of attachment, none has claimed McKay's whole-hearted
support, then surely this career is not one of cosmopolitan
experiment or even of innocent vagabondage, but...one of
chronic and perverse truancy."27 First, McKay was interested
in writing about the country folk of Jamaica. Secondly, he
adopted a style and philosophy of aesthetic individualism in
the current mode of pagan impressionism. After arriving in
America he switched to the social realism and racial Negro
notes of Harlem Shadows and "The Harlem Dancer." Next McKay
changed to the humanitarian socialism of The Liberator with
the celebrated radical protest of "If We Must Die." Later he
joined the Third Communist International movement where he was
a popular speaker at many events in Russia. Finally McKay
aligned himself with the expatriate cosmopolitans.28 When he
abandoned the cosmopolitans, he claimed that "color-conscious¬
ness was the fundamental of his restlessness."
2 7Ala in Locke, "Spiritual Truancy," New Challenge II,
(Fall, 1937): 32 .
28Locke, pp. 82-83.
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Locke said, "one cannot dictate a man's loyalties, but
must, at all events, expect him to have some. For a genius
maturing in a decade of racial self-expression and enjoying
the fruits of it all and living in a decade of social issues
and conflicts and aware of all that, to have repudiated all
possible loyalties amounts to self-imposed apostasy."29
It seems that the injustices of the race problem here
in America caused McKay to roam from country to country trying
to find a place to which he could belong. In reference to
being a minority, McKay stated, "It is hell to belong to a
suppressed minority and outcast group. For to most members
of the powerful majority you are not a person. You are a
problem. And every crusading crank imagines that he knows
how to solve your problem. I think I am a rebel mainly from
psychological reasons...."3® McKay also analyzed why he
travelled abroad so frequently.
I was in love with the rough unclassical rhythms of
American life. If I were sometimes awed by its
brutal bigness, I was nevertheless fascinated by
its titantic strength. I rejoiced in the lavishness
of the engineering exploits and the architectural
splendors of New York. I believed that there would
be an American art and culture derived from Europe
and augmented by the art culture of other countries
precisely as there had been a distinct Roman art and
cultures of the countries that Rome had conquered.3^
McKay also went on to analyze his problem of wandering.
He said his other problems were reduced to a minimum through
2®Locke, pp. 83-84
3®McKay, A Long Way From Home, p. 345.
33-Ibid . , p. 244 .
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travels, age and experience. Finally, he admitted that color
consciousness was the fundamental psychological reason for his
restlessness. Earlier in my study I quoted McKay when he said
that he was gripped by the lust to wonder and wander. It
caused him to quit college and to never return home to Jamaica.
He said what had happened had happened, but now he wanted to
achieve something new and American. McKay became a vagabond,
but a vagabond with a purpose. His goal was to become a poet.
McKay said if he could not graduate as a Bachelor of Arts or
Sciences, he would graduate as a poet, and he did.
CHAPTER II
JAMAICA: ITS BACKGROUND AND SOCIAL CUSTOMS
Claude McKay was influenced not only by individuals
close to him but also by the general environment and culture
in which he grew up. These influences affected his personality
and his literary works. This section of my study gives infor-
mation regarding the island and its traditions. Through
knowledge of the island and its traditions, one will better
understand why McKay felt and acted as he did and why he said
some things in his literary works. I am going to discuss
McKay's autobiographies, A Long Way From Home and "Boyhood in
Jamaica", in association with the descriptions of Jamaica and
how they affected McKay.
Jamaica is one of the Caribbean islands and is noted
for its tropical beauty and climate. The first European
settlers on the island were the Spanish and they called it
"Xayamaca," meaning "abounding in springs." Some of the rivers
form beautiful cascades when they fall over rocks that are in
their paths, such as Dunn's Rivers Falls in Ocho Rios. Phil-
lippo has stated that near the city of Seville d' Oro, there
are no less than eight waterfalls beheld at the same time.
This sight gives an additional charm to the magnificent scenery
along the rivers' banks.-
Ijames M. Phillippo, Jamaica. (New York: Books for Li¬
braries Press, 1971), p. 40.
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The landscape of Jamaica is very hilly and mountainous.
It is the hills and mountains which give Jamaica its romantic
appeal. The hills are of various sizes, shapes and elevations.
Due to their elevation above sea level, the air is much cooler
and fresher than on the lowland. Sprinkled among the hills
and mountains are the villages. The homes of the villagers
are usually made of wood and are of various sizes and shapes.
Goats and other animals can be seen grazing among the beauti¬
ful green hillsides.
Jamaica's climate is mostly sunny and warm year round
with dry and rainy seasons. Most nights in the hills are warm
and quiet, except when the peasants are having a social gather¬
ing. McKay has said that "Most of the time there was hardly
any way of telling the seasons. To us in Jamaica, as else¬
where in the tropics, there were only two seasons—the rainy
season and the dry season. We had no idea of spring, summer,
autumn and winter like the peoples of northern lands."2
Jamaica is mostly an agricultural country and is noted
for its sugar, banana, coffee, coconut and rum productions.
Jamaicans also grow a lot of mangoes, yams, ginger and pimentoes.
The spices such as pimento and ginger give off pleasant aromas
throughout the island. The various colors of the vegetables
and fruit crops add to the beauty of the countryside. In order
for Jamaica to have beautiful fields, the villagers must care
2Claude McKay, "Boyhood in Jamaica," Phylon XIV (June
1953): 135.
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for them properly. The fields are often full of villagers
cultivating them and singing as they work.
Jamaica is also noted for its beautiful trees and
flower gardens. Trees are found growing throughout the island
and they offer shade to the dusty traveller and tired field
worker. The trees are of various shapes, sizes and shades of
green. The flower gardens are usually found around the homes
of the peasants, who love beautiful flowers to show to their
neighbors. One of the favorite flowers is the red poinsettia,
which is also known as the Christinas flower. Jamaica is a
land of beauty with its rivers, hills, flowers, trees, vege¬
tables and fruit gardens, all of various shapes and sizes and
of many different colors.
Politically, Jamaica was a British Crown colony from
1865 to 1944. The governor of the island was the chief execu¬
tive and he had an advisory council chosen by Britain to
assist him in his affairs. The governor alone had the decisive
power, subject to approval from Britain. Most governors were
not interested in the people, but in their position as governor.
Jamaica went through a seventy-nine year period without any
changes in its form of government. Because Jamaica was a crown
colony governed by England, the people in Jamaica neglected
whatever England neglected, such as medical services.^ Jamaica
lacked effective communication between government and local
Philip D. Curtin, Two Jamaicas: The Role of Ideas in a
Tropical Colony 1830-1865~| (New York: Atheneum Press, 1970) ,
p~! 161.
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population. Later small changes were made in social and edu¬
cational rules and methods. One such example was the importa¬
tion of forty doctors to the island in 1889; they were sent
to the hills and rural areas and were available to those who
could afford them. Times were changing, but Jamaica was
standing still and trying to operate in a changing society
with outdated ideas and methods.
According to Curtin, a major weakness in Jamaican
intellectual life was its educational system. "There were
three principal schools on the island--Jamaica Free School in
St. Ann, Wolmer's Free School in Kingston, and Titchfield Free
School in Port Antonio."^ He goes on to say: "These institu¬
tions, all foundations managed by trustees, gave a moderately
bad education, including some study of languages. In addition
there were public schools in each parish and a few private
schools for females but the whole system suffered from the
fact that anyone with means sent his children to England for
all but the most elementary education."5 As for continuing
education of adults after the secondary level, there were a
few libraries and improvement societies such as The Jamaican
Horticultural Society of Kingston. Otherwise, adults depended
on what they read in newspapers. The school system had im¬
proved during McKay's time. There were debating societies





and East Indian immigration into Jamaica and why these immi¬
grants had to work for almost nothing, how Britain became a
world power and comparison of Britain with the Spanish Empire.
Everyone knew Jamaica was Spanish before the English took it.
There were also literary discussions with topics such as the
poetry of Robert Browning.^ Most Jamaicans considered educa¬
tion to be a way of improving their living standards. The
better paying jobs in Jamaica required more education in England
or Kingston, and only a few peasants could afford to go abroad
to study.
Jamaican society before 1865 was divided into three
classes according to color. Color was the major determinant
of social status in Jamaican society. After the rebellion of
1865, the influence of Jamaicans of mixed ancestry was seen
in the occupational, educational and social habits of the
colored people. McKay said that during his time (1889-1912)
"...at home there is also prejudices of the English sort, subtle
and dignified, rooted in class distinction—color and race
being hardly taken into account."7 Cooper made the following
statement about Jamaica during McKay's time: "In British
Jamaica, racism had over time and by slow degrees blended into
a class consciousness that assigned whites and near whites to
the top of the social scale; but by extending civil liberties
^McKay, "Boyhood in Jamaica," pp. 138-39.
7Claude McKay, "A Nearo Poet," Pearson's Magazine, Septem¬
ber 1918, pp. 275-76.
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to everyone, the black masses were also left with the hope
that they could too advance to higher social positions through
education and hard work."8 This was the situation during McKay's
childhood in Jamaica and as it is represented in his fiction.
However, a basic understanding of color and its defi¬
nition and how it worked before McKay's time is necessary to
fully understand the examples and references in McKay's fic¬
tion. Early Jamaican society was based on color. There were
color classifications; the whites and light-skinned, the
colored middle class and the black majority or laborer-peasant
group. "The term colored is used to refer to anyone who is
of mixed African and European descent. The term black is used
to designate those people who are of predominantly African
origins."9 Color is evaluated in terms of skin pigmentation,
hair texture and physical features. If one's physique and
skin color are more European than African, one will obtain a
higher social rating than his blood brother who is dark skinned
and has kinky hair. However, in Jamaica the classification
was very simple because most fair complexioned people had
European hair and features and most dark skinned people had
African hair and features, and the colored person had a combi¬
nation of African and European ancestry.
The upper stratum monopolized executive positions in
8Wayne Cooper, An Introduction to The Passion of Claude
McKay, (New York: Schocken Books, 1973T^ p^ *T.
9Fernando Henriques, Family and Colour in Jamaica, (London:
Mac Gibbon and Kee, 1968), p. 51.
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the civil service. The middle class group was composed of
government clerks, shopkeepers, teachers and parsons. The
lower class group consisted of field laborers. If females of
the lower class went to a town and learned the trade of sewing,
they could be employed as the sewing mistresses in the elemen¬
tary school of their village. These jobs were considered
respectable positions by members of the lower class. If males
of a lower class group went to a town and received formal
training beyond the secondary level and/or learned a trade,
they could be employed as the schoolteacher or shopkeeper of
their village. However, if the person had dark skin he or she
was not accepted completely in the middle class group. This
system developed as a result of a plantation society comprising
white master and black laborer. A "free colored buffer between
the two extremities developed out of widespread miscegenation
and formed a natural middle class."-*-®
Most middle-class and upper-class men usually married
women lighter than themselves because it was felt that they
gained prestige through the color of their wives. Such a
marriage assured the women greater economic security because
only the most successful darker men could marry lighter than
their color. The essence of this color discrimination is that
it affected the black and darker skinned women to a larger
extent than the men. Dark skinned women never had the oppor¬
tunity to marry men lighter than themselves. The options open
^-°Rex Nettleford, Identity, Race and Protest in Jamaica,
(New York: Morrow & Co~ 1972) , p. 28.
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to them in marriage were other black men of a socially and
educationally inferior group, with whom they refused to asso¬
ciate. According to Henriques, "the result is a group of
black women which is prominent in many fields such as educa¬
tion, social welfare and nursing, but which is condemned by
the strength of the 'white bias' in the society to spinster-
hood. "White bias" (a sociological term) is an attitude
that is developed by people of mixed races due to both a con¬
scious and an unconscious ambivalence towards the ruling group.
They try to imitate one group and hate the other. The conflict
of white bias is governed by the fact that people may exper¬
ience rejection from both races. "Where a hybrid population
is created through concubinage or marriage the conflict is
intensified. As it now has a physical basis, the mentality
of the hybrid is governed by the fact that he may experience
rejection from both groups, native and ruler." This was
the case before and during McKay's time in Jamaica. One must
remember that Jamaica was a British colony until 1962. The
colored person in Jamaica is a good example of the hybrid
mentioned above, because Jamaicans are more strongly attracted
by the dominant group (British) as it offers them more advan¬
tages than the native group (African). According to Henriques,
"they strive for the impossible, that is for complete identity




they have never seen as their home. They are generally ignor¬
ant of African culture and despise what little they do know
as being primitive and connected with the undesirable, that
is the black."H There is the conscious anxiety to appear
white in their ways and ideas. It causes them to imitate
whites by using bleaching creams and hair straighteners sup¬
posedly to increase their beauty and acceptance in society,
"...because of his inescapable color heritage the mind of the
Jamaican is the seat of deep conflict...."!4 Curtin agrees
by stating that the "man of color was split between two racial
groups, having something of both but belonging to neither...."!
And again: "Even after legal discrimination was gone, his
status halfway between the two ’pure' racial groups made for
psychological insecurity. His attempt to emphasize the Euro¬
pean part of his racial heritage made him reject the African
part...."16 Nettleford corroborates the critics above. He
said, "The multifocal nature of Jamaican life and history is
often said to be the greatest obstacle to real national iden¬
tity."-^ He goes on to explain: "Jamaica's apparently pecu¬
liar position is usually explained like this: We are neither







though some of us would have others believe this."18
Each social class in Jamaica has its own social and
moral standards, which it observes to a certain degree. The
upper class pattern their behavior after the British and act
as they think the British do. For example, the men wear dark
clothes for formal dress. In the upper class most families
are based on the Christian family, although there are some
variations. One of the variations is called "twin household."
It is similar to the situation in the former slave society of
the United States. In the present system, the upper-class men
choose mistresses from either the middle or lower classes.
The men maintain a home for their mistresses and children by
her. Occasionally this sort of marriage was protected by a
contract requiring the man to give bond for payment of a large
sum to the lady if he should marry or leave the island.^ All
of their children had the same opportunities for education and
careers regardless of whether they were illegitimate or not.
The twin household is disappearing because the upper-class
women are becoming more available sexually. The moral codes
of upper-class women today, in particular, have become less
strict due to contemporary European ideas and increased use
of contraceptives. As for rearing children, maids usually take
over the function of mothers in the upper-class families. The




such as bridge, tennis and cocktail parties. The tennis club
is the center of the social life of the upper class. When the
children are about eight years old they are sent to boarding
schools in the capitol (Kingston) or abroad. These children
are assured of their positions in life because of their color
and social status.
In the middle-class family there is little chance for
mobility to the upper class due to the barrier of skin color;
money is only a minor problem. However, as far as middle-class
status is concerned it is determined mainly by occupation and
behavior; color is not a major determinant.^ According to
Henriques, there are two sections of the middle class. One
prides itself upon a fairly strict Christian code of behavior.
The other tends toward a more lax sex code and in so doing
draws upon characteristics of both the lower and the upper
classes.21 Most middle-class people aspired to have a nanny
because one was always found in the upper-class home which
had children. A nanny would therefore increase the middle-
class family's prestige among its peers, but very few could
afford a nanny. In contrast to the lower-class wife, the
middle-class wife did not have to work to help support her
family. This was the situation during the 1800's and early
1900's. However, this was not the situation during McKay's





their way into middle-class society through education; and
black men were able to marry black women without losing pres¬
tige and blacks were proud of their skin color, hair texture
and physical features.
There are no magical powers, such as, planting a tree
over the naval cord, associated with the birth of a baby in
the middle-class as in the lower-class family. The child is
either born at home or in the hospital and the place has no
effect on the family's social status as in the upper-class.
However, the middle-class families are usually smaller than
most lower-class families, but larger than upper-class families.
The middle-class parents try to stretch their financial re¬
sources so that theycean enjoy the luxuries and necessities
of the upper-class. In order to do this, they have smaller
families than they desire so that they can use their financial
resources to help improve their social status.
Religion and church going are important aspects of
middle-class society. The church is the outlet for the middle
class moral and social ideas. It is the center of their world.
However, the younger generation of the middle class
has changed some of the older traditions. For example, women
are beginning to keep their jobs after marriage and this is
diminishing the husband's authority in the household. The
contemporary middle-class believe that their values and ideas
represent the real values and ideas of Jamaican society as a
whole, although this belief is not common to the total society.22
22Henriques, p. 152.
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Henriques classifies four types of family groups in
the lower-class family structure: Christian family, faithful
concubinage, Grandmother family and the keeper family. The
Christian family is the only one based on marriage. In the
lower-class Christian family the father is usually a person
who is serious minded and steadily employed. The family is
also usually very religious. Faithful concubinage is equal
to common law marriage in America. It is a situation where
the man and woman live together as husband and wife, but here
is a greater sense of equality between them than in the
Christian family, where the man is the head of the household.
There also exists the Grandmother family where the grandmother
or female relative functions as head of the household. For
example, if a girl becomes pregnant and leaves home after
having her baby, the child will remain with her mother and
be reared with the girl's siblings. As for the keeper family,
a man and woman live together in temporary union. The man
usually supports the woman; however, if his income is not
adequate, she has to work also. According to Henriques, if
this union lasts over a period of time, it will become faith¬
ful concubinage.23 The arrival of children usually affects
the keeper family because the man will have to assume more
responsibility as a parent, which also means more financial
responsibility for the man.
On the whole it seems to be the custom of the majority
23Henriques, pp. 113-14.
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of the lower class to live without marriage and there is no
social stigma attached to this type of union. McKay aaids
"In many cases, there are families of peasants, and of the
upper classes too, who have lived together all of their lives
without the benefit of marriage. They raise their children
as best they can, and send them to school and college. They
remain very happy, unless a revivalist comes along to give
them religion and marry them.... The reaction sets in in
many such cases and they end in separation. It is always
dangerous to outrage the patterns of a culture."24
With the family structure of the different classes
understood, I will concentrate on the social customs and
various ceremonies of the lower class. This is necessary
because McKay was born into the lower class, but worked himself
into middle class through education. It will enable one to
better understand certain examples found in his fiction, and
certain of his attitudes, as, for example, his tendency to
defend peasant values, as the last quotation above illustrates.
The lower-class Jamaicans hhve certain customs and
beliefs concerning the birth of babies. Their beliefs concern
the naval cord, afterbirth and caul (fatty fold that covers
the membranes) when present. For example, the naval cord must
never be allowed to fall on the floor, or the child will not
be able to control its urine. From as early as three days and
as late as one year after the birth, the mother must bury the
24McKay, "Boyhood in Jamaica," p. 139.
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cord and plant a tree over it. The tree becomes the property
of the child. According to Beckwith, the tree represents
"...the basis of the idea of property and introduces the child
to his economic education."2^ A midwife is usually present
when the child is born because most parents cannot afford the
hospital expenses. At age nine, the children begin to follow
their parents to the planting grounds to run errands, weed
crops and try a small piece of land for themselves. Peasant
children usually attend school until they are fourteen or
fifteen years old; then they work on their own account and
give a small amount of their earnings to their parents. Some
children grow up to become farmers while others learn differ¬
ent skills. Those that learn skills are apprenticed to master
craftsmen for a three year period, after which they become
journeymen and work under a master craftsman on a daily basis.
Marriage ceremonies have special meanings to lower-
class people and are usually very elaborate and expensive.
The bride is dressed in white with a veil and flowers, whereas
the groom wears a dark suit. It is the custom for the couple
to have the ceremony in a nearby town instead of their own.
In most instances, this requires carriages which are used to
25Martha Beckwith, Black Roadways: A Study of Jamaican
Folk Life, (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1929) , p. 56.
26A master craftsman is the highest level one can obtain
in a trade; a journeyman is one who has acquired skills, but
does not own his shop and/or have operating licenses. An appren¬
tice is one who works under the master craftsman to learn a
particular trade. Webster’s Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary,
Rev. ed. (1969).
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transport everyone from the village to the church and back to
where the festivities will be held. After the wedding, there
is a feast of all the finest native food, such as curried
goat, roasted pigs and fowls, yams, and plantain. Various
types of drinks are served such as orange wine, ginger beer
and Jamaican rum. Of course, it would not be a Jamaican
wedding without the best musicians in the hills rendering the
music for the occasion. According to Jamaican peasants, a
marriage without all this extravagance would be no marriage
at all.
Funerals also play a very important part in the lives
of lower-class Jamaicans. Henriques has said that death em¬
phasizes the sense of kinship because when one dies all rela¬
tives are notified and invited to attend the funeral.27 Hb
believes the major function of the funeral is to reunite
relatives who may not have seen each other for years. The
corpse is usually dressed in white. The bereaved spouse has
to wear a large patch of black cloth with a white cross marked
upon it with chalk for four or five months. A Jamaican funeral
is not complete without a wake. The wake lasts from dusk to
dawn for nine days and nights, with the largest celebration
on the ninth night. It consists of singing, telling stories,
eating, drinking and dancing. Sometimes a master of ceremonies
presides over the ninth night. Jamaicans believe that the dead
person rises and returns to his house during this nine-day
27Henriques, p. 141.
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waiting period and that the family and friends should not do
anything to make him unhappy.
The spirit world is part of the everyday world for
lower-class Jamaicans. They believe in Obeah, which is the
practice of magic to induce good or bad luck. The obeah man
uses charms to make duppies (ghosts) act in favor of his
clients. The practice of magic was usually secret for pro¬
fessional reasons, and it was illegal in Jamaica.2® Curtin
went on to say: "On the side of magic, or the practice of
obeah, the derivation from West African practices is clear."29
Herskowitzs agreed by saying: "The West Africans laid great
importance on the fetish as a means of controlling the super¬
natural world."30 some obeah men have been said to use poison
if the obeah charms did not work. Phillipo gives additional
details: Essentially, obeah was neither good nor bad; it
could be used either way.^l
As for the social life of Jamaican peasants, they love
dances and tea-meetings. The tea-meetings are the most impor¬
tant social outlets for the peasants. A tea-meeting is a
party given by an individual to which an admission is charged.
It is held in a backyard and starts at dusk and ends at dawn.
At tea-meetings, loaves of bread are sold to the highest bidder.
2®Curtin, p. 29.
29jbid.
^Melville Herskowitzs, The Myth of the Negro Past, (Boston
Beacon Press, 1948), p. 73.
•^Phillipo, Jamaica, pp. 247-48.
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The loaves are shaped in the form of gates and crowns to re¬
present each of the local villages. The men of each village
do not want their gate to go to men of another village and
this increases the competition among the menoand advances the
sales for the host of the affair. If a single individual does
not have enough money, he will put his money with that of the
other men of the village. This is done to keep someone from
Taremont, for example, from buying the gate to Clarendon. The
crown bread is eventually given to "the girl" of the village
* '
chosen by the men of the village. McKay said, "men did not
feel safe if an outsider purchased the village gate...."32
After the gates and crowns are sold, the men bid on the queen
and the highest bidder gets to kiss the queen. The queen's
identity is kept secret all during the bidding. After the
bidding is over, the party continues with dancing and singing
until daylight. I will return to the social importance of
tea-meetings when I discuss Claude McKay's Banana Bottom in
the next section of my study.
The memories of the landscape of Jamaica and its social
customs remained with McKay all of his life. McKay always
mentioned the green hills, sunny climate, rivers, mangoes,
poinsettias, tea-meetings and dances, which appeared to be
the strongest Jamaican elements in his works. With this under¬
standing of the background of Jamaica and its people, one will
better understand why McKay reflected on certain Jamaican
32McKay, "Boyhood in Jamaica," p. 144.
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customs, memories and realities in his works.
To McKay, Jamaica represented the land of innocence,
a slow moving lifestyle, moments of passion and excitement.
McKay referred to Jamaica as his native land. This is implied
in A Long Way From Home where he stated that any person who
read his works would be immediately aware that he was from a
tropical land and was not nor desired to be a white man.3-*
However, McKay stated his feelings more directly when he com¬
pared himself to his favorite poets, Blake, Burns, Whitman,
Heine and Verlaine: "...in their poetry I could feel their
race, their class, their roots in the soil, growing into
plants, spreading and forming the backgrounds against which
they were silhouetted...so likewise I could not realize
myself without a conviction."3^
McKay believed that by being true to one's origin of
race, class and roots one could be ^rue to himself while
writing. Although McKay always portrayed nostalgic and
pleasant images of his native land and expressed his love for
it, he remained a part of Jamaica only in his heart and
thoughts, because physically he belonged or attached himself
to whatever offered him the best opportunities at the time.
Therefore, McKay's struggle for identity and black survival
in the Western world seems to have been a struggle for a dual
-’-’Claude McKay, A Long Way From Home, (New York: Lee
Furman Press, 1937), p. 28.
34Ibid.
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culture. It was impossible for him to retain his peasant
identity and black individuality and still be accepted as a
successful black person in America during the years 1920-40.
However, McKay is still remembered as a black man who fought
for identity and survival, a cause well worth his efforts.
McKay declared, "...Jamaica was like a beautiful
garden in its human relationships. There were no societies
for better ’race relations1...we all grew up together like
wild flowers.1,33 Like the seed of a wild flower blown by the
wind, McKay roamed from country to country, job to job trying
to find his real home and true identity. By this I mean that
McKay lived his life according to his natural responses, doing
whatever and going wherever he desired. He was not controlled
by any type of restraint, including societal regulations.
"...Claude McKay is definitely not a joiner. To mix is essen¬
tial to his well being, but to join is another matter, threaten¬
ing his jealously guarded idea of self and his sense of a
higher morality."36 A wild flower, untamed and uncultivated,
grows any way it will. So McKay roamed from country to coun¬
try, attaching himself to none. He never returned physically
to his native Jamaican garden of wild flowers which could have
nourished its native son.
3^McKay, "Boyhood in Jamaica," p. 139.
36Rebecca Barton, Witnesses For Freedom: Negro Americans
in Autobiography, (New York: Harper & Bros., 1937), p. 139.
CHAPTER III
JAMAICAN SOCIETY AS REFLECTED IN MCKAY’S FICTION
Whenever Claude McKay wrote about his native land he
usually expressed his love and nostalgia for it. One should
notice that the United States is the only land besides Jamaica
which consistently furnished the background, plot and charac-
r ' +
ters for his works. All of McKay's works are drawn from the
life he actually knew. When he compared America to Jamaica
he said, "I was in another world, a new world which grew into
many worlds that engulfed me, though something of me was
always separate, something that belonged to the beautiful
green hills of my boyhood. I have sought to recapture their
charm and influence, which in a wider sense is the shaping
influence that makes the difference between the white and
coloured worlds. I have tried to do this simply and honestly,
without bitterness or excessive comment, as my final literary
duty. For...I will never again see my green hills and the
people I loved so much."-'-
In comparing the stories set in Harlem and Jamaica,
Cooper noted: "the Jamaican stories are usually more at ease
with one another and with their environment. But even in




Jamaica, Anglo-Saxon values intrude to challenge the serenity
of the peasant's customary relationships."2
As I move on to the short stories, certain examples
will be pointed out which will show how "Anglo-Saxon values"
tend to "intrude to challenge the serenity of the peasant's
customary relationships." This is especially noticeable in
the story "The Strange Burial of Sue."^
This short story reflects authentic rural Jamaican
values. The story shows how Jamaicans rally to preserve the
solidarity of their ways and that no member of the community
is left to die alone. The story is centered around a free-
loving woman named Sue who is the village nurse. Her moral
conduct is disapproved of by the parson. However, she is
quite popular and the villagers are on friendly terms with
her. She is notorious for seducing young men.
There is a smallpox epidemic in Banana Walk one year
and Sue goes from house to house nursing the townspeople back
to health. During this process she meets Turner while caring
for his wife. His wife does not recover from smallpox and
later dies. Later, Turner and Sue are married. Turner is a
religious man and no one can understand why he has married a
woman of such low moral standards. Sue continues her romantic
escapades after her marriage to Turner. Her behavior is common
knowledge to the village.
2Wayne C. Cooper, The Passion of Claude McKay: Selected
Prose and Poetry 1912-1948, ed. (New York: Schocken Books,
1973), p. 157.
^Claude McKay, Gingertown, (New York: Harper and Bros.,
1932), PP. 221-246.
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Sue is baptized and received in the church after she
marries Turner, but the parson never approves of her baptism.
He looks with disfavor on the sin of fornication and is noted
for preaching sermons in which he actually names individual
sinners. McKay has his narrator observe, with respect to the
minister, that "he himself is a child of fornication, the son
of a black servant and the quadroon busha of the Cane Valley
estate."4 The parson is an older boy when his mother becomes
respectable by marrying a shopkeeper of Gingertown. The
country people said, "he is too much of a self-righteous
busybody and that he is shrewd and practical and full of holy
tricks."5
Most parsons have little more than the poor peasants
but try to live according to middle-class moral and social
codes. This helps to explain the parson's attitude and be¬
havior. McKay is satirizing the parson for trying to obtain
middle-class respectability and degrading his original social
class in the process. According to McKay’s presentations,
the parson seems to be out of step with the community's style
of living and moral and social beleifs. The parson's condem¬
nation of fornication seems to be ironic because the village
knows for a fact that he was a child of fornication.
As the story progresses Sue has an affair with an
immature, inexperienced young man named Burskin whom Turner
4McKay, Gingertown, p. 238.
^Ibid.
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trusts and treats as a son. Later Sue deserts Burskin for a
man named Johnny Cross who has more money than most village
men can earn in a year. Burskin gets drunk and tells the
entire town of his intimate relationship with Sue and calls
her all kinds of degrading names. When Sue finds out about
this, she beats him badly. The villagers seem to be on Sue's
side. Afterwards, Sue becomes ill. When she is on her death¬
bed, the women come to her house to pray and sit with her
during her final hours. Sue's funeral is very large because
of her popularity among the village folk. It is believed in
the village that there were enough carpenters and gravediggers
present to make and dig a half dozen coffins and graves. The
parson upsets the congregation by preaching Sue's soul into
hell and leading the congregation in such hymns as "Too Late,
Too Late" and "Lost Soul." He takes as his text "The Barren
Fig Tree." Now in the biblical scriptures the fig tree always
appears green and fertile, but it never bears any fruit. The
parson is comparing Sue's youthful, appealing body to the
fertile green leaves of the fig tree and alludes to the fact
that she never bears any fruit. This is the first funeral in
the memory of the villagers where a preacher has damned a soul
into hell. Finally, Turner takes over the services himself.
He asks those who have grievances or praises for his wife to
speak up. Most of the villagers speak in favor of Sue by
telling how she had cared for them during difficult times.
Then the villagers begin singing soothing farewell hymns over
Sue's body. They do not like the parson as much as they did
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the white man who served before him. This story shows that
regardless of the life one lives one will not die alone; that
would be contrary to peasant customs. We are witnessing how
McKay ridicules individuals for trying to live according to
middle-class standards.
"Crazy Mary"6 is a story which centers around a school¬
master and a sewing mistress named Mary. As mentioned pre¬
viously, the profession of teaching is considered to be a
middle-class, respectable position. It is the entrance level
from lower to middle-class status. The young unmarried school¬
master in this story is accused of deflowering a thirteen year
old female student called Freshy who is known for her womanish
ways and mature physique. Many supported the schoolmaster and
said he did not bother Freshy. Then Freshy's mother accuses
Mary of being the schoolmaster's mistress. This scandalous
accusation is never proven true, but just the suggestion was
enough; the schoolmaster lost his job as a result of the strict
enforcement of the moral codes. In Jamaica the parsons have
control over the schools and hire and release teachers accord¬
ing to the moral codes of the church. Mary loses her mind upon
learning that the schoolmaster has been relieved of his duties.
Thus, she becomes known as "Crazy Mary." Again McKay has
pointed out the irony in trying to achieve middle-class values
and status. The people in the village remain happy and sane,
but aspirants to middle-class status lose their minds and jobs,
6McKay, Gingertown, pp. 192-202.
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even though they are supposed to be of a higher calibre than
the other villagers. The people who remain close to their
roots without trying to obtain a higher education do not suffer
any setback in their lifestyle, while those who attempt upward
mobility lose their newly acquired jobs and have to return to
the class from whence they came.
Another story in the Gingertown collection is "The
Agricultural Show” (pp. 163-191). It deals with another aspect
of the middle class which McKay satirizes. The Agricultural
Show is similar to the American State Fair. The show is
sponsored by the country peasants who enter their products, such
as handiwork, livestock, vegetables, pastries and flowers to
compete for prizes. The townsfolk are invited to participate
and are informed that the governor and other important people
will attend. The townsfolk laugh at the country peasants for
thinking that the governor will take time from his work to
attend a country fair in the hills. Naturally when the news
reaches the town of Gingertown that the governor is actually
going to speak at the agricultural fair in the mountain village,
the townsfolk rush to the village to enter their products and
offer their services in organizing the show. The show is
successful because people travel from all over the country;
some have travelled all night to see the governor. Most of
the prizes are won by the countryfolk rather than their town
counterparts. Here McKay is satirizing middle-class customs;
most of the people who live in towns are educated and are con¬
sidered middle-class. They look on the country folk as being
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backwards and unimportant. Here McKay has the superficial
middle-class townsfolk running and bowing to the country folk.
The above examples also point out that the middle-class folk
are not concerned with the masses, only with themselves and
their materialistic values and views of life. However, it is
the country folk who attract the attention of the highest
ranking person of the island.
The boss family of the town of Gingertown is the
Glenghley family. Mr. Glenghley is the biggest banana-planter
of the region; he owns all the property, shops, houses, and
land on both sides of Main Street in the town. The Glenghley
sisters are often invited to social gatherings, but their
parents' marital status embarrasses them. The parents are
not legally married and their daughters cannot invite re¬
spectable young people to parties at their home. The mother
is really their social hindrance because she is a quadroon
and an ex-barmaid, whereas their father is white and wealthy.
However, when the mother dies, they introduce their father
as a widower. The Glenghley sisters are educated and refined
in manners. They feel that with their mother out of the way,
they can conquer all that has been closed to them. There is
also another family of sisters who have a wealthy father; they
are the Andry sisters. They are considered slightly country-
gauche. Their father has money and land, but he is indifferent
to the niceties of society and speaks the Negro dialect, the
speaking of which is regarded as a sign of his inferiority.
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The Glenghley sisters meet the Andry sisters at the agricultural
show and become friends. Afterwards the Andry sisters are
invited to a garden tea-party at the Glenghleys as the guests
of honor.
The Glenghley sisters' problem with their quadroon
mother is similar to one described in McKay's autobiography,
"Boyhood in Jamaica." McKay tells of an incident in which
there is a beautiful but illiterate quadroon who lives with
a very prosperous Jewish merchant named Lindo. The couple
has two daughters who they send to England to get a good
education. However, upon the daughters' return to the island
they are unhappy with their illiterate mother and feel closer
to their father, who also has a good education. They are in¬
vited to many social affairs because of their father's status
in society. One daytthe father decides to marry the mother
and make their relationship legal before he dies. When it is
discussed with the girls, they become furious and object.
They vow to disown their mother, because it would lower their
social status to have an illiterate mother on their hands.
They are so preoccupied with social acceptance that they never
realize that she is their mother regardless of whether or not
she is legally married to their father. The father eventually
dies without marrying the mother and the girls are happy.
Afterwards, they move to the city and the mother moves back
to the village.
n
In the story, "Truant," middle-class social position
7
'McKay, Gmgertown, pp. 139-162.
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is satirized as being worthless. A Jamaican peasant named
Barclay comes to America via Kingston and Santiago. Upon
reaching America, he finds himself in the immense city of
New York. Barclay's purpose for coming to America is to
attend the Negro University (which I take to be Howard Uni¬
versity because of certain references in the story). Barclay
is first denied admission to the university and told that he
needs two years of preparatory work. He returns to New York
and studies for a year; the next fall he passes his entrance
examinations. Barclay is enjoying his college career when
he meets Rhoda one night at a party. She is a schoolteacher.
They start dating and eventually develop an intimate relation¬
ship. Later Barclay develops financial difficulties at school
and Rhoda assists him. During his junior year Rhoda tells
him that she is pregnant. He quits school and they go to
New York and get married. Barclay gets a job as a headwaiter
on the railroad's Pennsylvania-New York-Washington run. Rhoda
becomes a middle-class housewife who looks after their daughter
Betsy and enjoys living high style by going to parties in the
afternoon, wearing evening gowns, playing whist, going to con¬
certs and plays. After Barclay becomes a father and a husband
he decides he does not like the responsibility which restricts
him as a man and demands that he must work to support others
and be punctual regardless of how he feels. One day while his
train is in Washington, he lets himself get left while he
enjoys himself drinking beer and relaxing. However, when Bar¬
clay returns to New York the next day, the company gives him
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ten days off without pay for his behavior. Barclay has never
been late to work before and has never missed a day. When
Rhoda finds out she reacts by saying, "what, the rent is due
Friday, the insurance is due...how could you when there is
Betsy and me to think of and our social position." Rhoda is
on her way to a party so she tells Barclay to go to the
neighbors' and get Betsy. Later that evening, Barclay remi¬
nisces about how good life had been before he became a servant
to Rhoda, Betsy and his job. Finally Barclay gets out of bed
and leaves the house with Betsy sleeping in her crib while
Rhoda is at the party. He does not know his destination and
it does not matter what it might be. Barclay's mind goes back
to his homeland where the men are not slaves or mechanically
driven servant boys, but tillers of the soil or struggling
artisans. Again, McKay has shown how aspiring for middle-
class social status is worthless; it makes one a slave to
society by forcing one to keep in vogue, but does not bring
peace of mind.
These four short stories from the collection, Ginger-
town , are illustrative of the social, moral and cultural ideas
and customs of Jamaica as McKay saw them. It was through his
treatment of these customs and ideas that McKay satirized
middle-class values. Most of the things that those seeking
middle-class status aspired to proved to be worthless after
they were obtained. Nevertheless, one wonders about McKay and
his criticism of the Jamaican middle class. He was born to
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peasant parents, but worked himself up to middle-class status
through education. McKay's job as a constable in Kingston
was a middle-class position and he enjoyed his optional privi¬
leges as the clerical helper to the constables because he did
not have to walk the beat and attend regular meetings. McKay
has said that constables were viewed with distrust by fellow
Blacks because they considered constables to be allies of the
upper class. McKay came to America to attend Tuskegee Insti¬
tute and get a degree in agricultural education, which would
have meant an elevation in social status. He also aaid in
"Boyhood in Jamaica" that '^oing to America was the greatest
event in the history of our hills, for America was the sup¬
posedly golden land of education and opportunity.... Surely
O
there would be opportunity in this land, even for the Negro."0
It seems that he was himself aspiring for middle-class status.
While in America, McKay associated with the lower, middle and
upper classes. However, it was middle-class Blacks and upper-
class whites that made it possible for him to travel abroad,
get his works published, and obtain jobs. McKay criticized
or denounced Blacks in America less severely than he did those
in Jamaica for trying to obtain middle-class standards, but he
criticized them nevertheless. He criticized educated Blacks
for looking down on the Black masses who were not as fortunate
as they. He also criticized some Blacks such as Jessie Fauset
for trying to live above Blacks but nonetheless falling below
8McKay, "Boyhood in Jamaica," p. 144.
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whites. Of her he wrote: "she was prim, pretty, and well-
dressed, and talked fluently and intelligently. All the radi¬
cals liked her, but in her social viewpoint she was on the
other side of the fence. She belonged to the close decorous
circle of Negro society, which consists of persons who live
proudly like the better class of conventional whites, except
that they do so on much less money."^
McKay's novel, Banana Bottom,^ based on Jamaican
culture, satirizes middle-class values. The novel concerns
itself with a native girl who has connections with two places,
the town, Jubilee, and the country village, Banana Bottom.
The young girl Bita Plant is from Banana Bottom, Bita is a
girl of peasant origins, but is raised by an upper-class white
family who are in the ministry. They sent Bita to England to
be educated "properly." Afterwards she was supposed to return
to Jubilee, the town of her sponsors, and assume her position
in the mission church which they pastored. It was arranged
that she marry Harold Newton Day, the young man her sponsors
were grooming to become the parson of the church. According
to the white sponsors, they were trying to cultivate both Bita
and Harold so that they would forget their roots, regardless
of their color. Therefore, McKay seems to be portraying an
identity struggle intimately connected with cultural survival.
According to George Kent, "McKay came closer to placing the
^McKay, A Long Way From Home, p. 112.
-^Claude McKay, Banana Bottom, (New Jersey: Chatham Book¬
sellers, repr., 1970).
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struggle for the soulful way in the center of culture in his
novel, Banana Bottom, set in Jamaica. Bita, the leading
character, is a woman who confronts the problem Ray Ccharacter
in Home to Harlem and Banjo~] has been trying tp solve: how
to prevent a Western education from separating her from her
Roots and reducing her soul."^ Four years later, it seems
that Kent had reevaluated his thoughts concerning Banana
Bottom. In a subsequent study, he wrote: "the scheme of
Banana Bottom is supposedly that of a conflict between instinct
and reason or primitivism and civilization."^2 This seems to
be a different way of stating his first thought because in
both cases Kent realized there was a conflict of identity.
Banana Bottom is a rural mountain village where the
peasants live and cultivate their land. Bita’s sponsors, Mr.
and Mrs. Craig, live in the mission in the neighboring town
of Jubilee. As the novel opens, one finds that Bita has re¬
turned from abroad and is supposed to live a God-fearing life
according to the standards of the mission. However, despite
all of her education and acquired culture, Bita finds herself
wanting to return to her origins and partake of the simple,
easy, happy life of the peasants. This urge seems to come
naturally, she cannot be a cultured lady aloof from the pea¬
sants and their activities.
•^•'George Kent, "The Soulful Way of Claude McKay," Black
World, November 1970: 48-49.
-^George Kent, "Claude McKay's Banana Bottom Reapprised,"
College Language Association Journal XVIII December 1974: 224.
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Bita finds herself criticized and reprimanded for
associating with certain people because they are considered
beneath her by her sponsors, due to their moral and social
habits. Bita's inner feelings urge her to keep company with
these individuals. She begins to realize that what the
Craigs expect of her is in conflict with her inner self. She
does not want to look down on her lower class counterparts,
but wants to be a part of them. After all, her relatives
belong to the lower class and she loves them dearly. Bita
realizes that her education and the Craigs are demanding that
she forget her origins and pretend to be someone completely
new.
In Jamaica, the market is the meeting place for friends
to sell, buy and converse with each other. Bita goes to market
with Rosyanna, the housekeeper of the mission. This is the
first time she has been to the market since she has returned
from England.
Bita mingled in the crowd, responsive to the feeling,
the colour, the smell, the swell and press of it. It
gave her the sensation of a reservoir of familiar kin¬
dred humanity into which she descended for baptism.
She had never had that big moving feeling as a girl
when she visited the market. And she thought that if
she had never gone abroad for a period so long, from
which she had become so accustomed to viewing her
native life in perspective, she might never have had
that experience. ^
Bita's first purchase is a pineapple. This purchase leads to
her first violation of the middle-class standards because she
13
McKay, Banana Bottom, p. 40.
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carries the pineapple herself. This is in opposition to upper-
class rules because it is considered disgraceful for trained
fingers to take a bundle; others, such as servants, were
supposed to do so. Later, Bita disobeys moral and social
standards when she lets Hopping Dick, a village dandy, carry
her pineapple to the mission for her. Both names, Bita Plant
and Hopping Dick, are ironic. When the name "Bita" is pro¬
nounced, it sounds like the word "bitter," which implies
resentfulness of something. Here Bita is resentful of what
her sponsors are trying to do to her and she rebels. Her
surname "Plant" suggests that she is connected with roots,
because all plants have roots which grow in the soil as a
result of the cultivation and care given them by peasants.
It seems as if Bita's roots are planted in the soil of the
lower-class people; therefore, she cannot be deculturalized.
The word "hopping" suggests a kind of walk (called pimping in
contemporary Afro-American parlance where males while walking
go down in one leg with their hands swinging towards the back
of the body and with the shoulders thrust forward). It repre¬
sents a jitterbug style of being in vogue. This type of walk
was in complete opposition to the middle-class standards. The
mission represents stability. Both names are ironic in mean¬
ing and suggest opposition to the ideas and customs of life
of Bita's sponsors.
As the story progresses, Bita continues to show regret
for her formal education and training by keeping company with
people like Hopping Dick. She also attends a tea-meeting with
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her cousin Bob and Squire Gensir. This also helps to break
her link in the chain between upper class and lower class.
Squire Gensir is an elderly white man who lives a quiet life
in an isolated section of the mountain. He is of upper-class
origins and is from England. Squire Gensir usually mingles
with the peasants because he is trying to collect their folk
habits to write a book. Squire serves as a link for Bita to
transit from upper-class habits to lower-class habits without
getting into arguments with her sponsors about the type of
company she keeps. Both Bita and Squire Gensir are believers
in simple naturalness and are trying to escape the confines
of pretentious European conventions. They state their beliefs
as follows: Bita said to Squire, " 'You're a thousand times
freer than we [peasants'] . 1 'I may be freer than you,' he
said. 'Because you passed through the same system of education
as myself. Something to fit you into a rigid pattern. But
I don't think I am as free as the peasants here in their daily
life--I'm not as naturally free as they are. So free that
they don't have any idea of words like freedom and restraint.'"-*-^
Bita did not agree wholeheartedly, because she did not think
that the peasants had any freedom; surely freedom was not
digging and plodding in the field all day, nor only going to
the market and tea-meetings. She misunderstood him, because
the Squire was talking about natural freedom; whereas, she was
referring to social freedom (class and color). Squire Gensir
•^McKay, Banana Bottom, p. 121.
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is based on McKay's friend, Walter Jekyll, who collected
Jamaican folklore and advised McKay to write poems in the
Jamaican dialect. Gensir served the same function for Bita
as Jekyll did for McKay. Squire Gensir is educated, white
and an upper-class person; he is respected and trusted by
everyone, including the Craigs.
Tea-meetings are the major social functions of the
young people, but they are considered "lowly affairs" by
church members and the middle and upper classes. Many young
people are rejected from candidacy foe church membership be¬
cause they frequent tea-meetings. Bita goes to the tea-meeting
as a spectator but becomes a participant when she can no longer
control her emotions. She dances with the others, while some
of the villagers clap and cheer her pn: "she danced forgetting
herself, forgetting even Jubilee, dancing down the barrier
between high breeding and common pleasures under her light
stumpy feet until she was one with the crowd.
Naturally, the news gets to her patron, Mrs. Craig,
that Bita has attended the affair. Bita tells Mrs. Craig that
she has gone with Squire Gensir, who is well respected by all
people. However, Bita continues to do little things which
irritate and infuriate Mrs. Craig. Next, Herald Newton Day,
the young man whom the Craigs have been grooming for Bita
commits "a sin against nature," a sin which is unforgiveable.
Harold is being sent to seminary to become the next parson of
-^McKay, Banana Bottom, p. 84.
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the mission after Mr. Craig's death. One Sunday morning Harold
never shows up to preach his sermon. It is discovered that he
has defiled himself with a goat and he is sent away from the
island. This pleases Bita because she does not like Harold
at all. He has accepted the middle-class values and his spon¬
sors have succeeded in deculturalizing him, to the extent that
at one point he stated that h,e thought only a white woman could
help him run the mission. Bita realized that Harold had for¬
gotten his origins while she was trying to return to hers.
Here again McKay is satirizing middle-class values and the
effect they have on people. The incident shows that it does
not pay to forget your roots after succeeding in life. Harold
ends up destroying himself as well as the plan of the Craigs
to have a pair of deculturalized blacks to take over the head
of the mission.
Later, Bita and Hopping Dick become infatuated with
each other. One night Bita climbs out of her bedroom window
and goes to a party with him. Her break with the mission
finally comes when she and Rosyanna go shopping again. Bita
markets so slowly that Rosyanna gets impatient and tells her
to hurry up. Bita tells Rosyanna that she can go home if she
wishes, because she knows the way back to the mission. Rosy¬
anna leaves and Bita remains to talk with Hopping Dick. When
she arrives home Mrs. Craig already knows about her conversa¬
tion in the market with Hopping Dick. Bita acts sullen and
goes in the kitchen to look for her dinner, which is usually
on the table. She asks Rosyanna where her plate is and Rosyanna
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informs her that Mrs. Craig has instructed her to clean the
table and put the food away. The two begin arguing, and all
of a sudden Bita slaps Rosyanna. Mrs. Craig is horrified at
the incident and cannot understand Bita's seemingly illogical
actions considering the amount of British education she has
received. Bita's strange behavior causes Mrs. Craig to
speculate whether the money, time and planning expended for
Bita's future may not have been in vain. But Bita cannot and
will not become a proper English lady; she remains a peasant
in her heart, body, soul and mind.
Busha Glenghley (same character as in the short story),
a man of middle-class status, thought that it was too bad
that Bita had been educated above her station in life and he
quoted Rudyard Kipling to support his beliefs, "East is East
and West is West and never the twain shall meet."^ Glenghley
was saying that it is impossible to be born into a lower-class
family and educated to successfully live and act according
to upper-class standards. The two shall always remain separ¬
ate, regardless of circumstances. The black color of Bita's
skin prevented her from being wholly accepted by the middle-
and upper-class people, even though she was as highly educa¬
ted as they. On the other hand, the peasants thought that
Bita was better than they and did not include her in their
social gatherings unless she gave them a signal indicating that
she wanted to be involved. There was not another black educated
•^McKay, Banana Bottom, p. 130.
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person in Banana Bottom or Jubilee with whom she could associ¬
ate. However, Bita chose to associate with Belle Black and
Hopping Dick, Yoni Legge and Jubban. Belle Black's name
suggests how she may have looked. A belle is usually a very
pretty, popular lady; Belle Black is probably very dark
skinned. Hopping Dick is the village dandy who attends all
social affairs and is well known among the peasants. He is
considered to be a man of "low moral reputation." Hopping
Dick is also a horse dealer, and is considered dishonest. He
would sell a horse knowing that it is sick and useless. Once
he sold an old man a sick horse; the man took the horse home
and it died that night. On the other hand, Jubban is a quiet,
sincere young man who seldom attends social activities such
as tea-meetings. Jubban's lack of socializing also causes him
to be less known among other people of his own age group. He
is of a serious mind and works as a drayman for Bita's father.
His job is to take the wagons to the market every week. Even
though he is less popular than Hopping Dick, he is the kind
of person most parents would be proud to have their daughter
marry.. By associating with these people, Bita comes to feel
closer to her roots. It seems as if they help to bring out
her true identity and reestablish her contact with her peasant
origins. Finally Mrs. Craig calls Bita's father and aunt and
tells them to come and take Bita home because she has disgraced
and ruined herself by associating with the wrong group (class)
of people. Later, when Bita decides to marry Jubban, the man
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of her choice, instead of Harold Newton Day whom the Craigs
had selected for her, it becomes obvious that Bita is happy
when she is allowed to make her decisions about life and
friends. Bita is married in a double wedding, she and Jubban
and Hopping Dick and Belle Black.
McKay has shown that middle-class standards are use¬
less for people of peasant origins because it is impossible
for those from such roots to achieve middle-class values and
not be false to themselves and to those whom they are leading.
According to Busha Glenghley, to reach above one's origins
produces an ambivalent person. Instead, one must be true to
one's self and satisfied with oneself; Henriques' study would
seem to support this assertion.
In Banana Bottom other Jamaican social customs are
in evidence, such as the belief in the Obeah man and the ex¬
travagant wedding feasts. The episode of Tack Talley is a
good example. There was a young village dandy of low repute
who had been to Panama several times and wore clothes of the
latest fashions in the loudest colors. He also wore a display
of chains. His name was Tack Tally and he carried on a secret
liaison with Yoni Legge, the schools' sewing mistress. This
relationship was across class lines, because teaching was
considered a lower middle-class position and therefore one of
respectability. One day Yoni Legge let Tack Tally in the
school annex after regular school hours. Tack had gone out
of his way to arrive at the annex in such way as to keep anyone
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from seeing him. But Phibby Patroll saw all the action take
place and was even close enough to see who had let Tack into
the building. She rushed straight to the schoolmaster and
told him that there was a thief in the annex. When the school¬
master and Phibby searched Yoni's room at first they found
nothing; but Phibby put her hand under the sofa and pulled
out a man's leg. This caused the schoolmaster to pull out
the sofa and find Tack Tally hiding under it. Because of
the strict rules and the situation, Yoni lost her job. Pa
t * t-«.
Legge, Yoni's father, had an argument with Tack concerning the
incident. Pa was a very religious man and tried to teach his
daughter how to live and act as a lady. But Yoni was hard-
headed and continued her relationship with Tack Tally. During
the argument, Tack lost his temper and grabbed Pa in the collar.
Unfortunately, Pa collapsed and died of a heart attack in
Tack's arms. Tack, thinking that he had held Pa too tight in
the collar and thus caused his death, left the scene immediately.
Tack had also been accused of killing two men in Panama and
feared for his life. Previously, he had paid the obeah man
to protect him from harm and bad luck. Therefore, he went
straight to the obeah man to find out why he had killed Pa
Legge if the obeah man was protecting him from harm and bad
luck. As fate would have it, the obeah man was not at home
and could not be found. Tack became frightened and committed
suicide by hanging himself from a tree in the obeah man's yard.
Since Tack never returned home after the death of Pa Legge,
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the villagers were unable to tell him that Pa had died of
natural causes. This incident shows how strongly some Jamaicans
believed in obeah.
The wedding of Bita to Jubban and Yoni -to Hopping Dick
reflects another highly valued aspect of Jamaican peasant life.
The double wedding is an example of the festival atmosphere
surrounding the peasant wedding. It was like a cavalcade
with many horses of all colors, shapes and sizes, with guests
riding to the Congregational Church in Gingertown, a nearby
town. It should be noted that McKay's description of peasant
weddings is very much the same as the account given by Hen-
riques cited earlier in this study. Both mention carriages
taking the Quests to the church and how extravagant these
weddings are for peasants. McKay, in his novel, writes, "The
peasants loved nothing so much as a wedding with many horses
and couples belonging to the same village and who were marry¬
ing often preferred to get married away from home at some im¬
portant place to which they could go riding and return home
triumphant on horseback. ...All of the villagers were elegantly
dressed; all of the men were suited in broadcloth, serges,
tweeds cutaways and stiff-starched collars. The women wore
bright colored dresses and Indian shawls which were much in
17
use by the peasant women as a decorative article of dress."
The wedding feast was served in a vast palm booth erected over
Jordan Plant's largest barbecue. It consisted of roast pigs,
-^McKay, Banana Bottom, pp. 300-2.
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roast fowls, goat meat, broad dishes of yams, yamies, cocoes
and ripe plantains, fancy loaves of bread, orange wine, port
wine, kola wine, Jamaica run, ginger beer and the wedding
cake."18 After the celebration was over and the audience
had listened to the grooms present their speeches, the tables
were cleared in order to prepare for the dancing. The cele¬
bration lasted until dawn. As one can see, weddings must
have been a lot of fun for the peasants.
According to George Kent, "in Banana Bottom, the
characters are Blacks confronting the Western world in a
quest for identity."-0 Roger Whitlow points out that Banana
Bottom expresses a theme in contrast with that of Thomas
Wolfe's You Can't Go Home Again because McKay was stressing
that you must go home again.20 This is exactly what Bita did.
With all her education, she returned to her peasant village
of Banana Bottom and reunited herself with her family, her
friends and her roots.
It seems to be evident that Claude McKay still longed
for Jamaica after being self-exiled for twenty-one years. He
left Jamaica in 1912 and published Gingertown and Banana Bottom
in 1932 and 1933, respectively. Gingertown and Banana Bottom
are towns in Jamaica with which McKay was familiar as a child.
-^McKay, Banana Bottom, pp. 302-3.
■^Kent, "Banana Bottom. Reappraised," pp. 222-223.
7 0
Roger Whitlow, Black American Literature, A Critical
History, (Totowa, New Jersey: Littlefield, Adams & Co., 1974),
p. 79.
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He wrote vivid descriptions of Jamaica in these works as if
he had left the country recently. Actually, his images are
based on experiences which took place approximately thirteen
years earlier. McKay described his homeland as being beautiful,
sunny and exciting, and full of love; all this adds to the
color of his works. It is obvious that McKay had not forgotten
his origins.
CHAPTER IV
IMAGES OF NOSTALGIA IN MCKAY'S POETRY
McKay left Jamaica in 1912 to come to America. Later
he travelled to Europe, Africa and Russia. McKay longed for
Jamaica regardless of where he was and, in effect, allowed
his nostalgic love of Jamaica to build up within him during
the years by never returning home.
According to Cooper, throughout his stay abroad, McKay
had looked upon the United States as his adopted home. He
thus identified with both lands, America and Jamaica. He
opposed and praised things he found in both countries. He
loved the opportunities for growth which he found in America
that did not exist in Jamaica. On the other hand, he hated
the racial oppression to which America subjected the Black
race. His attitude thus combined feelings of both love and
hate for America. The images which McKay portrayed in his
poems reflected a past life he enjoyed and still hoped for.
His images are often brilliant nostalgic reproductions of an
experience, place, or object that he enjoyed while living in
Jamaica. But they also reflect his ambivalence toward his
adopted home, and nostalgia, identity and ambivalence often
can be seen in the same poem. McKay nourished his nostalgia
for Jamaica and it is expressed in his poems as tension. I
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feel that McKay caused much of this tension himself. It appears
that he could very well have returned to Jamaica to refamiliar¬
ize himself with it, its people, its customs and its landscape.
At one point in his career, McKay explained that: "I hated to
go back after having failed at nearly everything so I just
stayed here and worked desultorily—porter, houseman, janitor,
butler, waiter—anything that came handy. The life was dif¬
ferent and fascinating and one can do menial work here and
feel like a man sometimes, so I don't mind it."l
McKay's obsession to return home can be attributed to
two reasons; he hated the racism he had encountered in America
and he was homesick. I think the pain which was the most un¬
bearable was that inflicted upon him by the frustrations,
discriminations and hatred which he encountered as a Black
man here in America. He came to America to find a better life
as a Black man. The realities he encountered caused him to
rebel. He was an individualist who planned great achievements,
but the discrimination he had to endure curbed some of his
opportunities. He could not change social conditions to suit
his individual plan, but, on the other hand, he came to know
some whites who did help him achieve status as a poet. The
titles of some of the poems and prose works suggest in them¬
selves nostalgia for home and memories of his childhood days:
"Home Thoughts," "Homing Swallows," "The Tropics in New York,"
^■Claude McKay, "A Negro Poet," Pearson's Magazine, Septem¬
ber 1918, pp. 275-76.
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"Boyhood in Jamaica," A Long Way From Home, Gingertown and
Banana Bottom (towns in Jamaica).
The titles of McKay's autobiographies imply a deeper
degree of nostalgia than do those of his fiction. The titles
Gingertown and Banana Bottom let one know that the works are
about a specific region of Jamaica. In order for the reader
to understand the work in relation to the area, McKay painted
pictures as if he and the reader were a part of the action,
which he told from a personal point of view. He provided
information on particular customs and events of the region
so that the reader could understand the examples which appeared
later in his works. The titles of McKay's autobiographies,
"Boyhood in Jamaica" and A Long Way From Home, reflect a very
deep, nostalgic love and yearning for home. They also suggest
that McKay is removed from Jamaica at the time of the writing;
he is elsewhere reflecting on his past life in Jamaica as he
remembers it.
Upon reading McKay's poetry, one discovers that it
is very personal and romantic. The poetry is always concerned
with some incident which happened to him. His poetry is
romantic because it deals with the beauty of nature, the coun¬
tryside, common people and the past. McKay's nostalgic poetry
commands the reader to become a part of the experience and
thus sympathize with him because he will never return to
Jamaica.
McKay has been compared to the English Romantic poets
for many reasons. He felt drawn to nature and sensed the need
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to become totally emersed in it. His return to nature seems
to have replenished his strength and energy. Eugenia Collier
has compared McKay to the English Romantics because he con¬
fined- himself to their poetic style and lyric forms. She has
also said that "he resembled them in diction and tone. His
sonnets burst with passion; his images are bold and brilliantly
executed.i compare McKay to the Romantic poets because he
also was a lover of nature, of idealized rural scenery, be¬
cause he used vivid language and because he was reflective
in most of his works. Most of the work of the Romantics was
lyrical, and so was most of McKay's poetry. As with the
Romantics, the sonnet was one of McKay's favorite forms. He
resembles the Romantic poets also in that he, like they, was
a rebel against either society, government, the literary
establishment, or himself. McKay said, "I was mainly a rebel
from psychological reasons, which were always more important
to me than economic ones."*3
Finally, I compare McKay to certain of the Romantic
poets because of certain similarities in their poetry. Both
Shelley and McKay were restless. Their poetry reflects this
restlessness, conveying the sense of nature not as a picture,
2
Eugenia Collier, "The Four Way Dilemma of Claude McKay,"
College Language Association Journal XXIII (March 1972): 346.
■^Claude McKay, A Long Way From Home, (New York: Lee Furman
Press, 1937), p. 345.
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but as a power, active and vital.^ John Keats and Claude
McKay both wrote works which are rich in detail, charged with
the emotions of a man alive to the beauties of the natural
world. McKay and Wordsworth can be compared because of their
love of nature and rural landscape. McKay has been called
Jamaica's Robert (Bobby) Burns because he loved Jamaica as
Burns loved Scotland. lie, like Burns, wrote poems in his
native dialect. McKay and Burns received recognition from
their countries as well respected local poets. Burns was
hailed by the literati as a wonderful untaught genius in
Scotland because of his lovely dialect songs and poems, and
McKay received a gold medal from the Jamaican Institute for
his poetic contributions to his country. He was the first
Black to receive such an honor from the Institute.
McKay usually talked about the tropical climate, the
rivers and the hills of Jamaica in those works which dealt
with the countryside. His love of rivers and hills can be
traced to the natural surroundings in the village of Sunny
Ville where he grew up. He has said that "it was set upon
a hill. The hills came like chains from other villages—
James Hill, Taremont, Croft's Hill, Frankfield and Ballad's
River. They came to form a centre in my village of Sunny
Ville.McKay also mentioned in the same work that he lived
^Bernard Grebanier et al., English Literature and Its
Background, Shorter ed. (New York: Holt Rinehart & Winston,
1950), p. 725. All other references concerning the Romantic
poets will be taken from this source.
^Claude McKay, "Boyhood in Jamaica," Phylon XIV (June
1953): 142.
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between two rivers and said that his life was linked with
streams. The rivers, hills and tropical climate symbolize
McKay's childhood days. Also the sun, hills and rivers can
symbolize happiness, peace and tranquility, respectively,
states of being for which McKay always longed.
McKay's memories of Jamaica provide vivid images of
a home long lost, but not forgotten. Long after McKay left
Jamaica, he was still able to gain peace of mind by com¬
mitting to poetry his memories of home. One of his most
effective pastorals is "I Shall Return," in which he care¬
fully contrasts the soft, gentle images of Jamaica with the
long years of pain in the United States.
I shall return again; I shall return
I shall return to loiter by the streams
I shall return to hear the fiddle and fife
Of village dances, dear delicious tunes
That stir the hidden depths of native life,
I shall return, I shall return again,
To ease my mind of long, long years of pain.'
The title suggests that McKay misses something and will not
be satisfied until he has returned to witness and be a part
of it. The question arises as to what McKay wanted to return to.
Some of the images portray the emotions of joy and love,
®Roger Whitlow, Black American Literature, A Critical
History, (Totowa, New Jersey: Littlefield, Adams & Co., 1974),
p. 77.
^Claude McKay, Harlem Shadows, (New York: Harcourt, Brace
& Co., 1922), p. 33. All other poetry in this chapter will be
taken from this book.
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images such as melodies, village dances and laughter. The
scenes of streams, dances, melodies and grass represent the
quality of love, peace and contentment. Most streams are
blue, gray or green in color, and these colors denote cool¬
ness, rest and solitude. Melodies are usually associated
with pleasant memories which can be suggestive of love. Dances
also denote happiness and contentment. In this poem McKay
portrays Jamaica as being like a wonderland. Elsewhere, he
describes Jamaica as a "garden of mixed humanity planted there
by God."8
The poem "Home Thoughts" reveals McKay in America
wondering what is happening in Jamaica at the moment he is
writing. As the poem progresses, he recollects certain things
that should be happening there at specific times of the year.
He reminisces "of mangoes leaning o'er the river's brink and
dexterous Davie climbing high above,...and tossing them
quickly in the tangled mass of wis-wis twisted round the
guinea grass." A little farther on in the poem he mentions
a playmate, Georgie, "and Georgie none could ever dive like
him—Throwing his scanty clothes off for a swim." The final
lines of the poem express McKay's desire to be in Jamaica
again:
This is no daytime dream. There's something in it,
Oh something's happening there this very minute, (p. 11)
He wants the world to know that he is not imagining these
scenes, but that he was a part of them as a child.
8McKay, "Boyhood in Jamaica," p. 142.
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In the final stanza of the poem, "Homing Swallows,"
McKay inquires as to whether or not the school children of
today do the same things he used to do as a child:
Do they still stop beneath the giant tree
To gather locusts in their childish greed,
And chuckle when they break the pods to see
The golden powder clustered round the seed? (p. 15)
In the poem, "Adolescence," he recalls that the "four-
o-clocks," a type of flower, would close up in the late after¬
noon. He described them as being pink and white in color.
He went on to say:
...neath the floating moon
I lay with them in calm and repose,
And in the open spaces I could sleep,
Half-naked to the shining world above;
Peace came with sleep and sleep was long and deep,
Gained without effort, sweet like early love. (p. 14)
Here McKay portrays himself as a young lad relaxing among the
four-o-clocks in the countryside of Jamaica. Also he has
said that it was not hard for him to go to sleep in such sur¬
roundings. These nostalgic images of his adolescence are
those of a long lost but not forgotten time. In the final
stanza of the poem McKay said:
But no balm—nor drug nor weed nor wine—
Can bring true rest to cool my body's fever,
Nor sweeten in my mouth the acid brine,
That salts my choicest drink and will forever, (p. 14)
These lines portray McKay as a restless person who longs for
the quiet, sweet, innocent and peaceful days of his adolescence
in Jamaica.
In the poem, "Flame Heart," McKay claims to have for¬
gotten so much during the ten years he has been in the United
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States. Notice the images of nature:
So much have I forgotten in ten years,
So much in ten brief years. I have forgot
What time the purple apples come to juice,
And what month brings the shy forget-me-not.
I have forgot the startling season
Of the pimentoe's flowering and fruiting;
I have forgotten much, but still remember
The poinsettia's red, blood-red in warm December.
I still recall the honey-fever grass,
But cannot recollect the high days when
We rooted them out the ping-wing path
To stop the mad bees in the rabbit pen.
I often try to think in what sweet month
The languid painted ladies used to dapple
I have forgotten—strange—but quite remember
The poinsettia's red, blood-red in warm December.
I have embalmed the days,
Even the sacred moments when we played,
All innocent of passions, uncorrupt,
At noon and evening in the flame-heart's shade.
We were so happy, happy I remember,
Beneath the poinsettia's red in warm December, (pp. 9-10)
McKay claims that the red poinsettia is the only thing he can
remember concerning Jamaica. The poinsettia is a flower which
blooms every year around Christmas; he refers to it as flame-
heart because it is red. The title "Flame-Heart" can also be
associated with the burning sensation of McKay's heart for
Jamaica. The first two lines of the poem seem to be in dis¬
cord with the rest of the poem, but it is obvious that McKay
still remembers the things that he enjoyed doing and seeing
when he lived in Jamaica. He has painted a beautiful picture
of Jamaica with its colorful blooming flowers scenting the air.
One also imagines pretty green grass and people enjoying the
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fresh air and sunshine. I think that it is good that a Black
man removed from his homeland for ten years can still remember
it so vividly and long for the days of innocence. McKay com¬
posed. "Flame-Heart" while in London.9 This poem reiterates
the fact that McKay had not forgotten his homeland, even though
he exiled himself from Jamaica in order to find better oppor¬
tunities elsewhere as a Black man in the world. The poem also
supports the belief that McKay's union with Jamaica was
definitely rooted in the soil, which reaffirms his oneness
with nature.
In the poem, "The Tropics in New York," McKay describes
types of fruit he sees in New York which are of tropical origin.
The fruit which he sees is set out in the apartment windows,
possibly to finish ripening. He mentions bananas, ginger
roots, alligator pears, tangerines and mangoes. Evidently
the fruit looked good to him because he said, "it was fit for
the best prize at the Parish fair."
The second stanza of the poem informs us that the
sight of the tropical fruit has caused McKay to become senti¬
mental for the life he had known in Jamaica. The final stanza
tells of his nostalgia for Jamaica:
My eyes grew dim, and I could no more gaze;
A wave of longing through my body swept,
And, hungry for the old, familiar ways,
I turned aside and bowed my head and wept. (p. 8)
From the images he paints in this poem one discovers that it is
^McKay, A Long Way From Home, p. 73.
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the sight of the fruit which leads to McKay's emotional con¬
fusion. When he can no longer withstand the sight and the
thoughts of Jamaica which it triggers, he releases himself
physically through tears. In the three consecutive stanzas
of "Tropics in New York" from which the lines quoted above
are taken, McKay experiences progressive degrees of nostalgia.
First, he tells about the beautiful tropical fruit he is
observing in New York. Then in the second stanza he says
that it brings memories of the fruit trees, tropical climate
and hillside of Jamaica. Lastly, he tells us that he becomes
full of tears, that he turns his head and cries because he
longs for the lifestyle of Jamaica. Here again, McKay has
allowed his tension to build up; he is in love with the life¬
style and excitement found in New York, but at the same time
he longs for Jamaica and its tropical scenery. The images of
"The Tropics in New York" portray the beauty of nature in
Jamaica and the effect it has on the native-born.
In the poem, "North and South," McKay describes
Jamaica as being a land of sweet repose and indolence where
beautiful things happen and everyone is carefree and happy,
with no end to this type of life in sight:
0 sweet are tropic lands for waking dreams
There time and life moves lazily along.
There by the banks of blue and silver streams
Grass sheltered crickets chirp incessant song,
Gay-colored lizards loll all through the day,
Their tongues outstretched for careless little flies, (p.l
In these lines, McKay paints images of a sweet life where every¬
thing is peaceful and quiet, a leisurely life made more beautiful
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by nature. Nature itself beautifies the countryside within
its blue and silver colored streams. The silver-blue color
of the stream suggests coolness and tranquility, and the river
bank symbolizes rest. So far, McKay has painted images of
nostalgia reflecting the easy moving life which exists in
Jamaica; he also misses the numerous river banks and the gay
colored lizards. Life in America moves at a much faster pace
and is not as quiet as that McKay had described in the poem.
As the poem progresses, he reminisces about the children
playing "while a breadth of idelenss is in the air." Here
McKay is remembering how children used to play in the fields
under the hot sun. It seems to be a very hot, humid day
because McKay has used the word "idleness" to imply inactivity,
meaning that the air is still; the sun is shining bright but
there is no breeze. In the poem, "North and South," McKay has
expressed his nostalgia for the humid climate, children laugh¬
ing and playing in the fields and the various colors and
sounds of his past life in Jamaica.
Considering the images of nature in the poem, one
would agree with McKay that the tropic lands are the only
place for sweet, peaceful living and pleasant dreams. McKay's
mind reflects back to Jamaica, where pleasant experiences have
taken place in his life and he longs to be there again partici¬
pating in the sensual life of the sweet tropic lands.
McKay's love of nature and his nostalgia for Jamaica
bring out the romantic qualities in him. So far in this study,
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we have seen how McKay idealized the rural countryside of
Jamaica, painted pictures of its beauty and expressed love
and nostalgia for his homeland. Like the romantic poets, he
felt drawn to nature and needed to become immersed in it.l®
His constant needs are evident in his poetry. Nature was
the source from which McKay replenished his strength and
energies. He used the Sukee River to regain some of his
energies by recreating it in his poetry. It is his favorite
river, where he played as a child. Notice how he recaptures
strength through certain images in the following poem:
I shall love you ever,
Dearest Sukee River:
Dash against my broken heart,
Nevermore from you I'll part,
But will stay forever,
Crystal Sukee River.
Cool my fevered brow:
Ah''tis better now,
As I serpent-like lance t'rough
Your broad pool o' deepest blue
Dis once burnin' brow
Is more better now.H
In this poem McKay's heart seems loaded with lifelong pain and
worry, from which it seeks relief. His heart and body seem
to be hot and heavy with racial problems and homesickness.
The river represents relief from passion, pain, troubles and
worries, when one thinks of the cool, soothing effect it has
on the body. Note the images of coolness in the poem, such
as "Crystal River" and "pool o' deepest blue." In the second
^■Ojean Wagner, Black Poets of the United States: From
Paul Laurence Dunbar to Langston Hughes, Trans. Kenneth Douglass
(Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1973), p. 273.
-^Ibid.
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stanza, McKay's brow is hot with fever, but the coolness of
the Sukee River can relieve him of his tensions. Consequently,
his return to the Sukee River and nature helps him to alleviate
some of his anguish.
It should be evident that McKay's love for Jamaica
and for nature caused him to be nostalgic in the images he
created in his poetry and fiction. His love of and union with
nature are evidence that he possessed romantic qualities as
a writer. The method by which McKay described the images of
Jamaica seems to elevate the reader's imagination to extra¬
ordinary heights of beauty, peace and happiness. It is obvious
that McKay longed for Jamaica at all times, regardless of
where he was and what he was doing. McKay's works are re¬
flective of his love and nostalgia for Jamaica. Addison
Gayle aptly states: "Jamaica was to McKay what Tintern Abbey
was to V7ordsworth, Chicago to Carl Sandburg, the Southland to
Jean Toomer and Harlem to Langston Hughes—a reservoir for the
spirit filled to overflowing with hours of happiness, impri¬
soned now, forever, in a past long ago and yet not too dis¬
tant."12
12
Addison Gayle, Claude McKay: the Black Poet at War,
(Detroit: Broadside Press, 1972), p. 22.
CONCLUSION
All evidence seems to support the belief that Claude
McKay longed for Jamaica and its customs at all times. As
stated in my introduction, the purpose of this study has been
to illustrate and discuss the customs and images of Jamaica
as portrayed in McKay's works. Most of McKay's images express
nostalgia for his homeland, recall past experiences he had
there, and describe the external nature and the social customs
of Jamaica. Most of the passages on nature and his childhood
experiences which I have used are taken from his poetry and
his autobiographies, whereas the passages concerning Jamaica
and its social customs are from his fiction, autobiographies
and other works about the social and historical aspects of
Jamaica.
It is interesting to note that although McKay wrote
these nostalgic works long after he had left Jamaica, they
reveal that the facts and images are very clearly printed in
his mind. In his nostalgic works, one finds McKay wishing for
a long lost but not forgotten past. "In Jamaica was the be¬
ginning and in Jamaica were those unforgettable moments which
would remain forever, a part of McKay's poetical consciousness."1
1-Addison Gayle, Claude McKay, The Black Poet at War,
(Detroit: Broadside Press, 1972), p. 23.
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I have attempted to describe what Jamaica was like
geographically, educationally, politically and socially during
the years McKay lived there. With this understanding, one
should better understand why McKay longed for certain things
in Jamaica. This study should serve to help clarify why
McKay projected specific nostalgic images in his autobio¬
graphies, fiction and poetry. McKay, the man as well as the
writer, was influenced by Jamaican customs and the Jamaican
countryside, as well as by individuals in his boyhood. These
influences followed him throughout his life. McKay was never
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